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Dining at The Killarney Park
Ireland’s culinary heritage, reimagined 



Reserve A Table




Look forward to thoughtful, attentive service, a warm ambiance of relaxed elegance, and gracious surroundings that celebrate the traditions and landscapes of Ireland. Most of all, you can expect to fall in love with our food. This is authentic Irish dining, elevated to an artform. Our restaurants are grounded in an intimate sense of place. Every item on each of our menus draws its inspiration and ingredients directly from this region: the green fields, swift rivers, and rugged coastlines of Kerry and its neighbouring counties.

Over the years, we have fostered close relationships with our local suppliers, who bring us the very best of each day’s produce. Fine seafood, pulled straight from the Atlantic. Ethically farmed meats and game raised with a focus on welfare and sustainability. Seasonal vegetables, fruit, and berries, harvested within just a few miles of the hotel, with herbs and leaves from our own pollinator-friendly kitchen garden. Golden Irish butter, rich cream, milk and yogurt from small family dairies. Handmade cheese and ice-cream, free-range eggs, honey on the comb and fresh sourdough bread, all produced in small batches with heritage knowledge and skills handed down for generations.

This devotion to local food is driven by our heartfelt commitment to care for the earth and support the community of growers, farmers, fishermen and artisans whose livelihoods depend on it. But the reward is a level of quality, freshness and depth of flavour that simply cannot be achieved in any other way.

In the skilled, creative hands of our culinary team, this bounty is transformed into unforgettable dining experiences for you to enjoy, meal after meal. Imagine the simple perfection of a full Irish breakfast cooked to order, first thing in the morning. The satisfaction of a hearty serving of traditional fish and chips paired with a pint of locally brewed beer, after a day of hiking in the National Park. The delicate refinement of Afternoon Tea, perhaps with an indulgent glass of champagne. The exciting gastronomic exploration of the chef’s tasting menu. The relaxing decadence of cocktails and charcuterie to share over a leisurely conversation. Across The Killarney Park’s restaurants and menus, you have the opportunity to sample and savour it all.
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Traditional Irish favourites
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			Town Centre,
			
Killarney, Co. Kerry V93 CF30
			
Ireland
			
 +353 64 66 35555
			
 info@killarneyparkhotel.ie
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